
STL Facilities 

The Facilities team at London Road were 

responsible for creating and maintaining a 

working environment where world-leading R&D 

could take place.  

As times changed, so did the imperatives that 

formed the backdrop to their work and the 

challenges that they faced as a consequence. 

From the austerity of the ‘three-day week’ 

period in 1974, with staff always needing to be 

on site to monitor the generators’ load, through 

the huge pressure to control cost in the 80’s, 

onto a greater focus on outputs and the need 

for a quality employee environment in the Nortel 

years the team had to be flexible and multi-

faceted to be able tackle tasks as diverse as 

new building design and construction, specialist 

site maintenance, health and safety, janitorial 

and catering.  

Hopefully this display will evoke fond memories 

of STL and the Harlow Labs and perhaps fill in 

some gaps in your knowledge of the place. 



Why Harlow 

STC’s R&D facility was originally in Enfield. By 1956 it was clear 

that they had outgrown the site and applied for planning 

permission to build labs in Cheshunt. The application was rejected 

amid concerns from local residents about possible toxic risks from 

the technology being worked on. 

When Harlow Development Corporation was then approached, 

they were keen to encourage the development of the new town 

and supported proposals for a new site on edge of sports field 

already leased to STC and who had a site in Edinburgh way.  

Standard Telecommunications Laboratories was opened in 1959. 

The following panels show how the labs’ facilities evolved over  

a period of 44 years. 



B Building 

 Reception foyer 

F Building 

 Print room and  
drawing office 

C Building 

 Administration offices 

D Building 

 Materials labs 

E Building 

 Materials labs 

H Building 

 Model shop and site 
workshops 

K Building 

 High pressure labs 

 Silicon labs. 

 Plating shop 

L Building 

 Kitchen and restaurant 

N Building 

 Radioactive chemistry  

 Van der Graaf generator 

P Building 

 Garage  

 Chiller plant 

G Building 

 Microscopy labs 

The original STL site in 1959 

‘Whilst playing tennis at the STC Athletic and 

Social Club in 1957, I overhead two other players 

remarking about the construction site that was 

taking shape near the courts. “What’s going on 

there?” asked one. “Oh, they’re building the STL 

holiday camp!” came the reply.’ 
Gordon Harris 



The Labs in 1967 

Two new buildings had been constructed by this 

time. The marquee in the background was erected 

for the STL Open Day. A helicopter had brought a 

visiting dignitary and posed the ideal opportunity 

for a new aerial view!  

U Building 

 Built in 1967 

 U1: Laser technology, emerging 
materials and clean rooms. Also 
Alec reeves’ last lab 

 U2: Mainframe computer room  
First introduction of computers - 
180kw of heat dissipated, low 
humidity caused static! 

S Building 

 Built in 1964  

 Audio lab 

 Talking and listening rooms 

Can you spot your car? 



The Labs in 1979 

Twelve years on from the previous aerial photograph the site 

had expanded considerably as STL became established as a 

major ITT R&D facility. Z Building in the centre of the site was 

added in 1971 and, by the end of the decade, the huge four-

storey T Building was in place.  

In-filling was also becoming necessary with temporary buildings 

being erected at the west end of the site (M Buildings) and 

between Z and S/U Buildings (J Buildings).  

The ‘temporary’ buildings were to last for nearly 20 years! 

 

Z Building 

 Built in 1971 

 LSI 

J Buildings 

 Built 1969 onwards 

 Mechanical engineering 

M Buildings 

 Built 1979 onwards 

 Library 

 Optoelectronics 

 Finance 

 Site Services 

 System X 

T Building 

 Built in 1978 

 Computer suite 

 Software design 

 Transmission 
systems 

‘The project proposal for T Building was a complex document detailing 

the space needs for a variety of activities and ITT sent a senior 

executive to Harlow to review it. The morning session was very difficult 

as the executive set about dismissing the proposal and we were 

pleased to break for lunch. As we walked to the Executive Dining 

Room, the American said; ‘Did you see A Bridge Too Far last night?’, 

to which Arthur Brown replied; ‘I was there. I was a glider pilot at 

Arnhem’. The executive’s attitude immediately changed as he 

revealed that he was, ‘making a particular study of that time.’ This 

changed the tone for the rest of the day’s discussions and all previous 

problems faded away. When approval was gained on 7/7/77, we were 

able to start construction right away as we had already completed the 

foundation design. The building was completed just 15 months later.’ 

Gordon Harris 



‘I always used to have an attack of paralysing fear when 

facilities boys did the annual test charging of the 

sprinkler system in Z1. A large body of water held in a 

header tank in the tower of Z1 one was allowed to flow 

by gravity into the fire sprinkler system. Sounds 

harmless enough. But it actually sounded like train 

coming and those little glass bulbs in the sprinkler heads 

seemed so fragile. If water had peed all over our 

equipment it would have put us out of business. Oh the 

worry of it! 

Dave Brown 

‘The plating shop... OMG... do you remember the poor 

old plater smoking in the midst of all the fumes!! 

The photographic dept, not to mention the dark room! 

The Doppler and Rapier test ranges on the sports field? 

Rolf Johannessen trying to freeze a trench full of gravel 

and radiating cable with a tanker load of liquid CO2?’ 

Peter Blair 

‘I spent a lot of time on the ground floor of U block 

making electron density (or was it mobility?) 

measurements of gallium arsenide samples that had 

been grown by the epitaxy group. This required lowering 

a mercury filled pipette onto the sample then 

pressurising it. If you didn’t get it right, mercury would 

spray everywhere! There was a lot of mercury in the 

cracks on that bench and when the sun shone on it you 

could see the vapours rising! I wonder how many brain 

cells I lost during that period ‘ 

Roger Austin  

Z Building 



The Labs in 1987 

By the time of this aerial view, ITT had sold off most of its holding 

in STC and by 1987 Standard Telecommunications Laboratories 

had become STC Technology Limited which highlighted the STC 

ownership whilst maintaining the STL acronym. 

Conference Centre 

 Purpose-built flexible 
meeting space reflecting the 
need to have a dedicated 
place to host external events 
and internal meetings 

‘[During the late 1990s] The Turing Bombe Rebuild project at Bletchley 

Park could not have succeeded without the assistance of Nortel's 

Facilities department (as well as a host of other contributions from the 

company). In particular, the basement of the conference centre was 

cleared and a large blockboard table was built by Facilities to enable 

the construction, by teams of volunteers, of the Bombe's many 

cableforms. A conservative estimate of the wire used was 12 miles, but 

it is likely that the actual figure was somewhat greater. When the 

conference centre closed, the Facilities department provided space in 

various other buildings on the Nortel site so that the Rebuild project 

could continue to a successful conclusion and with minimal delay.’ 

Chris Tarry 

Q buildings 

 High pressure engineering 

 Cable extrusion 

 Model shop 

W Building 

 Optical fibre pulling 

Car park 

 Car parking now off-site 

R Building (the house) 

 Timber store and 
carpenter’s shop 

 Controlled Release Glass  



Aerial photographs 

From the earliest days, until the end of the end of the labs, aerial 

photographs have been used to record new site developments at 

London Road. Most photographs were taken from a helicopter 

with the whole side door removed to allow an unhindered view. 

The shots below were taken in 1982.   

STL  before the Conference Centre was built The High, Harlow’s Town Centre 

An STL photographer waiting with the Facilities fire 

crew for the helicopter to depart after the shoot  



M Building 

 Opened in 1998 

The Labs in 1998 

By now a whole site development was underway 

with a brand new building connecting the ends of 

U and Z buildings, a multi-storey car park, interior 

refurbishments and extensive landscaping. 

Multi-story car park 

 

Anechoic Chamber 

 Built in 1992 

 EMC testing 

 Clad as part of M Building 
development 

‘I always found the grounds a joy. On the way out to 

the back gate where M building was erected was a 

beautiful Clerodendrum Trichotomum Thumb. which 

had delicate red tinged cream flowers in summer 

and the most intoxicating fragrance. Worth coming 

to work for! I have tried many times to grow one with 

no success. They need a sheltered spot. ’ 

Dave Brown 



The Nortel years 

From 1991 until 2000 the labs saw huge change with greater  

emphasis on creating a work environment that could be 

considered world-class and which would also appeal to the 

many additional engineers that needed to be recruited to satisfy 

the huge anticipated growth in the telecoms market. 

During the 90s, the labs became not only Nortel’s major centre 

for research and development outside North America, but also 

an important resource to demonstrate our technological 

leadership to the company’s customers, journalists and analysts. 

Hosting major visits became a weekly occurrence. 

Sadly, the growth was far slower than expected and the rest is 

history. By the time that V building opened the site population 

was already severely diminished and buildings elsewhere were 

being vacated. 

V Building 

 Opened 2002 

Harlow Labs MD Allan Fox takes a hammer to 

one of the temporary J Buildings at the start of 

the M Building construction programme in 1996 

The landscaped gardens in front of M Building 

with U to the left and Z to the right 

The Optical Technology Centre designed to demonstrate 

Nortel products and systems to customers 

The labs in 2003 



High Class Accommodation 

The Facilities team was responsible for creating and maintaining 

a wide range of work areas including labs, clean rooms, test and 

evaluation chambers, short-run manufacturing, design and 

administration offices and workshops, as well as specialist 

storage for volatile materials and gases. 

Here is a selection of pictures of those work areas taken at 

various times over the life of the labs. 

If you know something about them which you would like to share 

with others in QCC, please use the sheets of paper in front to 

record the picture number and your comments - where and when 

the photograph was taken, who’s featured, an anecdote etc. 

5. VLSI design 

1. Conference Room 1 

4. Probing a single IC on a silicon wafer 7. Stepper for forming IC chips on 

semiconductor wafers 

6. Pulling optical fibre 

3. The STL foyer being used to  simulate  

a Ferrodot display installation 

2. Adjusting the artificial mouth in the audio lab 

8. Auger electron spectrometer 



High Class Accommodation 

9. Growing layers for advanced 

semiconductor lasers 

10. Testing a TAT-9 undersea cable regenerator 

11. Developing software tools for 

performance modelling 

12. Optical bench for optoelectronics research  

13. Van der Graaf generator 

14. Model shop 

15. Optical fibre measurement 

16. Library 

17. Computer modelling of silicon micro-

engineered sensors 



18. LSI clean room 

High Class Accommodation 

19. Assessing laser material using 

photoluminescence 

19. Print room 

20. Regularity approval certification of a  

Nortel product 

21. Anechoic chamber 

22. Laser machining stainless steel 

23. Component testing in a salt spray chamber 

to simulate a marine environment 

24. Materials evaluation probe testing 

25. Passport Voice Gateway test area 



Not just accommodation and not just Harlow  

The Facilities team’s wide-ranging remit extended beyond  

developing and maintaining the London Road site.  

They also supported PR, community relations, internal 

communications and visits programmes ensuring the labs have 

had a strong profile with employees, customers and the local 

Harlow community over the years. 

Beyond the support for the company’s formal employee 

relations, the team were also the enabling force behind the STL 

Athletic and Social Club, particularly through the running of the 

Pavilion, which did much to create a London Road community. 

‘Facilities’ have also been responsible for site services at other 

sites elsewhere in Harlow and beyond, across the UK: Frogmore 

Hall, Dewer House; Great Eastern House; Greenway Business 

Park; New Southgate; Maidenhead; Slough; Chiswick; Reading; 

Newbury and Farnborough. 

A cheque presentation to local charities 

Princess Anne chaired the inaugural Harlow 

basic skills awareness conference, hosted by 

Nortel in the Conference Centre 

Ian Vance being filmed for a piece about the first 

radio on a semiconductor chip 
Pulse Code Modulation being demonstrated to 

visitors using a television transmission 

Maidenhead Labs 

Frogmore Hall 

The Staff and Management Cricket teams in 

1965. The match was a regular A&SC fixture 

for many years 


